
This generous sized terrace home is for sale with no
chain. Inside there are three great sized bedrooms and
two receptions allowing you space to relax and dine. The
kitchen is also a wonderful space and there is an
enclosed garden at the rear. Why not come and have a
look?

66 Slyne Road
Beaumont, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 2HN

£120,000
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A brief description
This Victorian terrace home is a brilliant
size and wil l appeal to many family
buyers.

The hallway has access to the stairs and
both reception rooms. The lounge to the
front of the property with a large bay
window and there is a generous sized
dining room which can be enjoyed by
all. Just off the dining room is the fitted
kitchen which has plenty of storage and
a door out to the rear garden.

Once you are upstairs there are three
brilliant sized bedrooms and a three
piece bathroom sui te.  The master
bedroom looks out over the front of the
home. Externally there are gardens to
the front and the rear of the property
and the home has no chain.

Key Features
• Bay Fronted Period Home

• Three Generous Sized Bedrooms

• Two Reception Rooms

• Great Sized Fitted Kitchen

• In Need of some Updating

• Enclosed Garden to the Rear

• Close to Amenities & Schools

• For Sale with No Chain

• Easy access to Canal Walks

A little about the location
Slyne Road in Lancaster runs along the main A6 through Lancaster and towards the the
villages of Slyne, Hest Bank and Bolton le Sands. The road offers similar style properties
which are popular with families thanks to the space they offer.

Close by there are canal and riverside walks, there is a Spar convenience store just
across the road and local Primary and High schools are also within walking distance.

Only a short drive away there is access to the M6 link road which is ideal for those who
need to commute and there are regular busses which run along the road which take
you to the city centre or the 555 will lead you out towards the Lakes.
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The ground floor rooms
The main entrance to the front of the home opens into the hallway which has plenty
of space to store your coats and shoes before you enter the main living area. The
stairs are also straight ahead which will lead you up to the bedrooms and bathroom.

We like how spacious the living room is with a bright and airy feel thanks to the large
double glazed bay window to the front of the home. This room has been decorated in
a neutral style and features a gas fire to the centre of the room complete with a
timber surround.

The dining room is separate to the living room and is again a good size space. This
area is large enough to accommodate a generous sized table so you and the family
can all enjoy your evening meals together and catch up on the days events. There is
a double glazed window which look out into the rear garden and a doorway leads you
through to the kitchen where there is also under stairs storage available. 

To the far end of the ground floor is the kitchen which has been fitted with a good
range of storage units and drawers. Work tops can be found to three sides of this room
and there is also a breakfast bar facility. Ample space is on offer for all the white
goods you would expect to have and there is gas cooker which has been left by the
owner. The splash backs have been tiled and two double glazed windows help to give
the room a bright feel. Access to the outside space at the rear can be gained from
this room.

Up on the first floor
The first floor landing has doors opening to all the rooms on this level and there is also
a handy storage cupboard which goes over the top of the staircase.

To the front of the home is the master bedroom which is a brilliant sized double room.
This room looks out towards Beaumont Park and has been decorated in soft, neutral
tones. There are two built in wardrobes to either side of the chimney breast.

The second bedroom looks out over the rear of the property and is again large
enough to accommodate a double bed if required. The third and final bedroom is
also a generous size and offers a range of built in storage. This room also looks out to
the rear garden and could be used as a bedroom or maybe even a home office.

Also on the first floor is the bathroom which has been fitted with a three piece suite in
white which has been partially tiled to complement. There is an electric shower over
the bath and there is a frosted double glazed window to the side elevation.

Outside space
To the front of the home there is gated access from the pavement into the garden
area, This is a low maintenance space which sets you back from the roadside and a
pathway leads you up to the main entrance.

Once you are round to the rear of the home there is a lawned garden with a patio
area and walled boundaries. There is a gate at the far end of the garden which open
out to the rear service lane.

Extra Information
- Council tax band B
- The combi boiler is located in the kitchen
- All three bedrooms are a great size
- Gas fires to both reception rooms
- No chain

Office: 01524 843322

What we like
We love how spacious the rooms are in
this home. The high ceilings help to
create a bright and airy feel.

Also the location is so convenient for
shops, canal walks and transport links.
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